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You want financial independence and unlimited wealth but you live through life with your
handbrakes lifted or with an emergency exit system right next to them in each and every positive
idea you embark on. All successful ideas come from risk takers because they expect the best
regardless of the odds. If life is a game of chances you standing a better chance winning a
lottery, but it’s not. It’s about choice, what direction of thought do you intend to drive your life.
Less often do we realize that we are who we are with what we have today merely because of our
direction of thoughts we have had previously. What do you really expect from The Art of Wealth
Mastery?, A farmer plants wheat in the soil expecting to reap exactly that, he waters the soils
and natures it long before the first sprout shows up. Our minds work in a similar fashion, what we
feed it is what becomes of us. If we choose to develop our minds positively it shall definitely
reward us positively. And if we saw negatives we reap just that. What do you wish to reap? What
are your greatest desires in life? You become your greatest desire and dominant thought.
Whether you think you can or cannot, you are right.The most difficult decision you have
challenges with today is believing you can achieve your goals, even I had that problem but the
easiest part was achieving my goals after I attained a higher level of thinking. I developed my
mind and changed my direction of thought, I stopped procrastinating, blaming the government or
the economy and even my own environment. I took action, I became my own expectation until I
made it through and so can you and my 12 Secrets of the Self-Made Millionaire will help get
through if you decide to empty your glass. Your mind has a great power of creation and if you live
in doubt and fear, you will definitely pass through life with nothing to show for it. Anyone can
duplicate these lessens just as thousands have done, soon as you take action and apply them to
your life.

''Once listeners start Karin Slaughter's new mystery, stopping won't be an option. From the first
words, Kathleen Early's narration snares us in a labyrinthine web of lies, deceits, betrayals, and
truths that span decades…Early's deftness at defining characters and her remarkable skill at
revealing well-hidden emotions make Andy's discoveries both stunning and satisfying.
Slaughter's clever plotting and Early's high-voltage performance will keep listeners glued to their
listening devices. Winner of the AudioFile Earphones Award.'' --AudioFile''Her talent for writing
convincingly flawed yet sympathetic characters is in high relief here, as she juggles the mystery
of Laura, past and present. Readers will find themselves totally immersed in the suspenseful,
alternating story lines and won't want either of them to end…This departure from Slaughter's
more gruesome stand-alone thrillers and popular series mysteries will more than satisfy her
many fans.'' --Booklist (starred review)''A small town, family, secrets, and explosive violence --
sounds like Slaughter is still at her best. If you've yet to discover Slaughter, she's a fantastic



writer and perfect for fans of dark mystery thrillers and procedurals that explore human nature.'' --
BookRiot --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Inside FlapWhat if the
person you thought you knew best turns out to be someone you never knew at all?Andrea Oliver
knows everything about her mother, Laura. She knows Laura has spent nearly her whole life in
the small beachside town of Belle Isle, Georgia; she knows Laura's never wanted anything more
than to lead a quiet, normal life in this conventional community; she knows Laura's a kind and
beloved speech pathologist who helps others; she knows Laura's never kept a secret in her life.
Andrea knows that Laura is everything she isn't--confident, settled, sure of herself. Feeling
listless, with no direction, Andrea, unlike Laura, struggles to find her way.But Andrea's certainty
is upended when a visit to the mall is shattered by an act of horrifying violence that reveals a
completely different side of Laura--a cool woman who calmly faces down a murderer. It turns out
that before Andrea's mother was Laura, she was someone completely different. For nearly thirty
years she's been hiding from the woman she once was, lying low in the hope that no one would
ever find her. But now she's been exposed, and nothing will ever be the same again.The
assailant was a mentally troubled teenage scion of Georgia law enforcement royalty, and now
the police want answers about what really happened in those terrifying moments at the mall.
Though she's being scrutinized at every level of the criminal justice system and her innocence is
on the line, Laura refuses to speak to anyone, including her own daughter. She pushes Andrea
away, insisting it's time for her to stand alone and make a life for herself.To save her mother,
Andrea embarks on a desperate journey following the bread crumb trail of her mother's past.
Andrea knows that if she can't uncover the secrets hidden there, there may be no future for her
mother . . . or her.Filled with intriguing turns, surprising revelations, and a compelling cast of
characters, Pieces of Her is Slaughter's most electrifying, provocative, and suspenseful novel
yet.--Entertainment Weekly on Pieces of Her, "20 New Books to Read in August" --This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review“A propulsive, high-stakes thriller rife with
intrigue and suspense.” -- USA Today“The ever-popular crime novelist is back with another pulse-
pounding standalone, this one considering the twisted relationship between a mother and a
daughter after the latter realizes she may not know the woman who gave birth to her at all.” --
Entertainment Weekly on Pieces of Her“[Slaughter’s] talent for writing convincingly flawed yet
sympathetic characters is in high relief here... Readers will find themselves totally immersed in
the suspenseful, alternating story lines and won’t want either of them to end.”-- Booklist (starred
review) on Pieces of Her“All of Slaughter’s books... are satisfyingly surprising and plausible, but
it’s Slaughter’s prodigious gifts of characterization that make her stand out among thriller
writers.... Slaughter’s satirical touches are as deft as her grimmer renditions of real life.” --
Washington Post“If you’re into mystery thrillers, then you’re into Karin Slaughter.” --
theSkimm“Enter the world of Karin Slaughter. Just be forewarned, there’s no going back.” -- Lisa
Ko, author of The Leavers“Breathtaking…. Fiction doesn’t get any better than this.” -- Jeffery
Deaver“Simply one of the best thriller writers working today. I’d follow her anywhere.” -- Gillian
Flynn“It’s a compelling story that swept me along, unable to resist and unable to stop reading.” --



Suspense Magazine on Pieces of Her“With an intrigue and suspense-filled plot, Slaughter’s well-
crafted, tense, and exhilarating story will keep readers on the edge of their seats.” -- Library
Journal on Pieces of Her --This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Back CoverAndrea
knows everything about her mother, Laura. She knows she’s spent her whole life in the small
beachside town of Belle Isle; she knows Laura’s never wanted anything more than to lead a quiet
life in this conventional community; she knows she’s never kept a secret in her life. Because we
all know our mothers, don’t we?But all that changes when a trip to the mall explodes into
violence and Andrea suddenly sees a completely different side to Laura. Because it turns out
that before Laura was Laura, she was someone completely different. For nearly thirty years she’s
been hiding from her previous identity, lying low in the hope that no one would ever find her. But
now she’s been exposed, and nothing will ever be the same again.The police want answers and
Laura’s innocence is on the line, but she won’t speak to anyone, including her own daughter.
Andrea embarks on a desperate journey following the bread crumb trail of her mother’s past.
Andrea knows that if she can’t uncover the secrets hidden there, there may be no future for her
mother . . . or her.--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorKarin Slaughter is
the author of more than twenty instant New York Times bestselling novels, including the Edgar–
nominated Cop Town and standalone novels Pretty Girls, The Good Daughter, and Pieces of
Her. She is published in 120 countries with more than 40 million copies sold across the globe.
Pieces of Her is a Netflix original series starring Toni Collette, and False Witness, the Grant
County, and Will Trent series are in development for television. Slaughter is the founder of the
Save the Libraries project—a nonprofit organization established to support libraries and library
programming. A native of Georgia, she lives in Atlanta.--This text refers to the unknown_binding
edition.Read more
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The Art of Wealth MasterySecrets of the Self-Made MillionaireBy Zack BowmanCopyright ©
2020Author’s AcknowledgmentsThanks to all my colleagues at the Bowman Foundation™ that
stood by me when the music stopped playing, in good times we put in our pockets and in rough
times we put in our minds. To Mark Schroeder, who helped me figure out whom I was, mentored
me every step of the way till I was able to stand on my own, the man in the mirror. I hope my
torch bearing comes close to the high standards that Mark set, and I wish him well in his new
career. My students who volunteered to be interviewed specifically for this book, most of whom
never seemed to mind being asked the dumbest questions. It is a great pleasure to work with the
Chief Graphic Editor and Editor in Chief of Coby Blaze Publishers™ Mr. Coby Blaze himself.
Lastly, I’m forever grateful to Violet and Nolin, still and always the two women in my life, who
remind me there are other things besides keyboards and mice and sometimes they have to try
really hard.Table of ContentsIntroductionChapter OneThe Principles of Self-Mastery.Chapter
TwoYour Definite Chief AimChapter ThreePower of Thoughts and EmotionsChapter FourYou
Can If You Believe ItChapter FiveFaith of a mastered seedChapter SixEarn A Living or Make A
Fortune?Chapter SevenFinancial IndependenceChapter EightThe habit of savingChapter
NineSelf confidenceChapter TenThe Power of HabitChapter ElevenLead the FieldChapter
TwelveThe Power of GratitudeSummaryLicense NotesThis ebook is licensed for your personal
enjoyment only. This ebook may not be re-sold or given away to other people. If you would like to
share this book with another person, please purchase an additional copy for each recipient. If
you’re reading this book and did not purchase it, or it was not purchased for your use only, then
please return and purchase your own copy.Thank you for respecting the hard work of this
author.IntroductionSuccess is a choice that depends on your actions and today however you
came across this book, it has definitely found you. This book is written to help you discover your
true purpose in life, life’s too short trying to live someone else’s’ dream, explore yours today. In
this you will learn how to avoid procrastination, how harness the power of leadership and how to
use your mind positively. Success is as a result of all your abilities and your abilities are only
limited by your imagination. You cannot achieve anything until you become a success yourself,
that which you wish to achieve. You cannot solve a problem with the same mindset you had
when you created it, just as you cannot see your picture when you are in the frame, until you
work on your direction of thought. Don’t be stuck in the wrong job without discovering your true
calling or being your own boss. Most of us don’t realize by now that we live in an era that past
generations only dreamed of or fought for, for so many years. This is called the Golden Era, now
that’s it’s here already we tend to take it for granted. They say grass is always greener on the
other side of the fence and indeed I agree but would your side be much greener if you decide to
nature it carefully, day by day? Add a few roses and probably trim it frequently? What happened
to the dreams and desires you once had, the only spark you had glowing in the dark what
became of it?
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Terri Hubbard, “Wealth Mastery review. Excellent book! Just needed more editing.”

horrorgirldonna, “If you are looking for financial independence, this is the book for you!. Most of
us live from paycheck to paycheck and dream of abundance and financial independence. This
informative book by Zack Bowman details how to get there. As detailed, Mr. Bowman discusses
how the most successful ideas come from risk takers because they expect the best no matter
what the adds of success are. All-in-all, it’s not about choices but direction. Goal setting and a
mind set on success is only the first step on the path to wealth. I appreciated the focus on mind
over matter or positive thinking to achieve the success you are hope for. Some of the chapters
included “Power of Thoughts and Emotions” and “You Can if you Believe It,” both of which I
particularly enjoyed. The idea is to put in as much as you want to get back, as nothing is simple.
According to Bowman, “the wealth mindset is activated by the thoughts and emotions you
endeavor on a daily basis.” You can achieve your goals by visualizing them often. I
wholeheartedly agree. I highly recommend this book for anyone who feels they are stuck and
need a push in the right direction to start moving toward their goals.”

Lucy888, “Good Inspiring Book to keep on hand but too many typos. This was a good read. I
was able to finish in one sitting of a couple hours. However, it was at times difficult to read due to
the numerous typos and grammatical errors. I hope the author corrects this for a revised edition?
I'm no a grammar expert for sure but there were glaring mistakes in the Kindle version I read that
were annoying. Having said that, it is however, still an insightful read. A definate go to book to
remind you of what it's all for and to keep the fire going until you reach your goal. For that I am
grateful! Thank you.”

The book by Zack Bowman has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 5 people have provided feedback.
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